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Deja Vu
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n all likelihood, few of you have ever been to Niamey. Okay, let’s
be realistic—few of you have ever even heard of the capital city
of Niger, a sprawling city which straddles the mighty African river
which gave the country its name. Yet, few places on earth hold such
a perfect combination of experiences gleaned from my missionary
aviation past.
To wit:
• Niamey is the home of SIMAIR, a small missionary flight
program very similar in nature to the Air Muri program I first flew
with in Nigeria.
• The hot harmattan (dry, dusty wind) blowing off the
Sahara Dessert has an oh so familiar taste and smell to it as it
coats everything in sight with a layer of fine reddish-gray dust,
sometimes reducing flight visibility to near zero.
• Hausa is one of the many languages found in Niamey and is
the first African language I learned.
• But French is the national language, and the Nigerien version
sounds very much like the dialect we used in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo on a daily basis when I worked there.
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No wonder Niamey had such a familiar feel to it as I landed
there in September. I was in Niger to help with a safety audit of
the SIMAIR program, but there was no rule against enjoying
being there while going about the work. So I did. And yes, we
accomplished all that we set out to do as well. We poked and
prodded, observed and listened, verified and confirmed in order to
check off literally hundreds of items on our audit checklists.
Every SIMAIR pilot is also a licensed mechanic with a
toolbox full of tools, supplies and equipment. But now SIMAIR
has one more terrific tool to help guide them into the future. Our
Mission Safety International team left them with a long list of
commendations, reinforcing and encouraging their best practices.
And yes, we also left them with a list of recommendations to help
them attain a higher level of safety and efficiency than ever before.
In reality, those two things—safety and efficiency—are essentially
the same thing, because over the long term, you can’t have one
without the other. SIMAIR is well on its way to getting there.
So thank you SIMAIR for providing the perfect trip for this
wizened, old aviation auditor. It was a trip down memory lane for
me, and hopefully a trip along the way to perfection for you. Fly
thee well!
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SIMAIR Diesel 182 Update
In the midst of the missionary aviation world’s ever increasing desperation to find an alternative to av-gas, the SMA diesel engine conversion of legacy Cessna 182s has provided one relatively
bright spot. Our September visit with SIMAIR gave us the perfect
opportunity to take a closer look at the world’s most experienced
user of diesel converted 182s.
The incredibly expensive process of obtaining av-gas in landlocked Niger forced SIMAIR to become one of the early adopters of alternate technologies. It was either that or risk closing
their operations for good. The program’s Saratoga was an airplane
well-suited for a country with few geographical challenges, but the
price passengers were having to pay made the decision to drive instead of fly an easy one for most. The roads to the majority of SIM’s
out-stations were in decent shape, so the time saved by flying above
the sub-Saharan territory was measured in hours instead of days.
Just when flying had dropped to perilously low levels, the SMA diesel appeared on the market and the decision to take a chance on it
was a relatively easy one to make.
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It is truly remarkable how few of our Mission Safety International teams resemble each other. While the pool of core MSI
auditors remains essentially the same, the volunteers who flesh out
the teams are an eclectic lot. They come from all walks of aviation
life—missionary aviation, of course—but also military, commercial, and airline careers as well. Not only that, but it’s well within
the realm of the possible to find a banker, teacher, pastor, administrator, pilot wife, or OSHA expert on an MSI team as well. After
all, safety, risk management, human factors, and resource management are not exclusive to the field of missionary aviation. The
beauty of the MSI auditing system is that it maintains an industry
trained and recognized core of lead auditors, but then draws from a
large pool of “irregulars” to craft a team uniquely qualified to meet
the needs of the program being audited.
There were two new people on the MSI team in Niger. While
the SIMAIR audit report was the first to have Jim and Diana
Brownlee’s names on the cover, it certainly won’t be the last. The
Brownlees spent 15 years serving with MAF in Indonesia from
1976 to 1991 before returning to the States to care for Jim’s mother
and start their professional careers—Jim with Horizon Air and Diana as an elementary school teacher. By the time they were ready
for retirement earlier this year, Jim had risen to become Horizon’s
Director of Maintenance and Diana to be a highly respected educator. Not content to rest on the mountain of accolades gathered at
their retirement parties, Jim and Diana searched for a meaningful
way to spend their post-career years. When they ‘discovered’ MSI
through Dennis Elrod at Spokane Turbine Center, the stage was
set and it was clear where and how they were going to get involved
in ministry. So there they were in Niamey, on their very first MSI
trip, experiencing the heat, the long days, and the intense work that
are part and parcel of an MSI audit. But on the other hand, they
also got to experience the dichotomy of a new culture, the joy of
deciphering the intricacies of an African flight ministry, and the
satisfaction of a job well done.

The best indication of the success of that decision is that SIMAIR is about to take delivery of its third SMA 182. Flight hours
are way up and passengers are now thrilled to spend a couple hours
of travel time in delightfully cool air as opposed to all-day journeys by road through Niger’s heat and dust. On the occasions when
there are too many passengers or too much load for a 4 seat aircraft,
it is often still economically viable to add a second aircraft or make
a second flight.
SIMAIR now has the highest time SMA engine in the world,
and it is fast approaching its TBR (Time Between Replacement). SIMAIR mechanics are well-versed in the ways of the engine and it was
interesting to see them analyzing an engine starting problem by hooking their laptop up to a USB port under the panel instead of grabbing
some tools and uncowling the engine. There is nothing particularly
demanding about the engine maintenance-wise, but taking the SMA
maintenance course is an absolute must for all new mechanics.
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• SIMAIR received a $60,000 quote (since negotiated lower) for engine exchange/replacement at TBR. SMA originally projected a 2,000 hour TBO which has now turned into TBR until they
get setup to do overhauls This in spite of SMA’s initial and continuing claim that engine replacement would cost no more than
a factory piston engine overhaul. Makes you wonder what engine
they had in mind. In any case, engine replacement costs at that
level would certainly take a bite out of the savings in fuel costs, but
should not be a deal breaker, all things considered.
So, while waiting for the holy grail of a 350 horsepower diesel drop-in replacement for the Cessna 206 and 210 engines, the
diesel 182 offers a viable entry point for missions needing to enter
the Jet-A world. SIMAIR isn’t the only organization to have made
the leap. The various branches of MAF operate at least seven SMA
diesel 182s (one each in the DR Congo, Nampa, Madagascar, Chad
and Uganda, and two in Angola). And New Tribes Mission Aviation has had one based at their headquarters in McNeal, Arizona
for several years waiting for just the right place to deploy it abroad.
While no one would claim that the SMA diesel engine conversion program has been a resounding success, it has nevertheless
bought some time for programs operating in av-gas starved areas of
the world. Whether long-term salvation comes via a light weight,
high-powered diesel engine; an economical small turbine engine; or
a cost-effective drop in unleaded aviation fuel remains to be seen. In
the meantime, don’t worry about traveling around Niger when your
travels take you to Niamey. SIMAIR is there ready to serve.

As with any new technology, the transition hasn’t been painless. Some “highlights” and observations from the last few years of
life in the diesel world:
• Early SMA engines were beset with a number of teething
problems like cracked exhaust pipes, oil leaks, and turbocharger
issues. SMA was generous with replacing SIMAIR’s engine four
times in the early years so they could get the engines back to the
factory for analysis. Getting a new engine every few months was
nice, but becoming experts in engine changes and dealing with
customs officials wasn’t.
• After the generosity of the initial warranty period, factory
support became more routine. Factory courses weren’t so readily
available and responses from tech support weren’t so immediate.
However, tech support remains excellent—it is the cost of that support that skyrocketed outside of warranty.
• Composite props, which are part of most diesel engine
package, present challenges of their own. Losing a propeller tip in
flight due to complications from de-lamination provided more excitement for one SIMAIR pilot than desired (although the flight
ended uneventfully).
• SMA no longer provides engines for STC retro-fits and
is concentrating solely on new OEM installations, so the 50 or so
182s already converted are all there are going to be for the foreseeable future. Cessna’s program to produce new 182s with SMA designed engines has been delayed more than a year (and counting)
due to engine issues.
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Steve Morrell

Glenn and Sharlene Grubb
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it was a joy to work with them. We did not always agree on every
point, but the healthy discussion and interaction was very valuable
as they continue to work on refinements of a good organization.
SAMAIR’s ministry is one of the more traditional missionary
aviation programs. They fly into the jungle areas in Peru using both
a float and two land planes to reach several hundred different villages. Quite a large number of different mission organizations use
their services to reach people with the Gospel who would otherwise be nearly inaccessible by other means. One of their big needs
is funding to subsidize the operation of the aircraft so that local
missionaries and church workers can continue to afford to use their
services. The costs of aviation have skyrocketed all over the world,
but the needs are as great as ever.
Find out more at: http://www.sam-air.com/

SI was in Peru recently again, to perform a safety audit for
SAMAIR. Our last visit was when Joe was there for the 50th
anniversary celebration. This time, our team consisted of Steve
Morrell, Glenn and Sharlene Grubb from SIL/JAARS, and me.
Both Glenn and Steve had been down previously to help with mishap investigations, and I had been there for safety seminars and
audits, so it was somewhat familiar territory to us, and Sharlene
adapted well to a new place and did a great job with the wives.
Glenn and Sharlene were along both for training purposes and to
provide representation from JAARS, since SAMAIR is a Subscribing Organization partnering with JAARS.
It had been a number of years since I was in Cashibo Cocha,
and I was pleased with the progress that SAMAIR has made. The facilities, aircraft, and processes have all been significantly improved.
They had a great attitude of wanting to learn and do even better, and
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SAMAIR Peru
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MSI Top Safety Concern No. 2

I

pening. Several recent accidents have the pilot reporting a
stable approach when the recorded data shows major deviations in both the airspeed and sink rate. A recent spate of tail
strikes following high power off approaches reinforces this
problem, especially when the pilots report that they didn’t
think they were off the glideslope. Additional reports of unexpectedly entering IMC conditions or suddenly noticing
a vehicle crossing the runway also point to the same issue.
This lack of situational awareness seems to be closely related
to the amount of attention being given to what is happening
and all the signs around them.

n the April 2014 issue of Safety Net, we listed what MSI
considers to be the top ten safety concerns in missionary
aviation. In this issue, we will delve into the second of them
with some more detail and perhaps we all can come up with
some practical strategies to effectively deal with the risks.

Lack of mindfulness/poor situational awareness
Human beings have some critical limitations. One of
those is the inability to keep concentrated on a task for long
periods of time. We get bored, our mind wanders, other
things demand our attention, we get tired, and the list goes
on. This tendency that we all have doesn’t serve us well when
it comes to operating machinery or equipment that can kill
us. As time goes on with the equipment operating normally,
our attention tends to drift off, and we are no longer fully
engaged. While this is no problem most of the time, in those
rare cases when our full attention becomes necessary, all too
often we are unprepared.

What are the answers to this problem we all face? Sadly
there are no quick and easy answers. Rather, it requires lots
of hard work and discipline. Humans are capable of focusing
their attention when they want to, and can develop healthy
habit patterns to help them to do so. One of the best pieces
of advice I was given during my field checkout in Africa was
in this area. When I asked my check pilot how he kept from
being bored during the long 4 hour legs in a Cessna 206, he
responded that he was always busy looking for the next place
he would put the plane down if the engine quit. Although
that seems a bit over the top at first, it was actually great
advice. It reinforced the concept that we need to always be
thinking ahead, asking “what if…?” This helps a great deal in
preventing surprises. In addition, it keeps the attention focused where it needs to be, on operating the flying machine.
Instead of sitting there daydreaming “fat, dumb and happy”,
we need to be going through possible emergency scenarios,
planning ahead for that unlikely day when things fall apart.

This phenomenon is exacerbated or compounded when
the equipment we are operating is moving quickly, and our
actions must be very prompt and correct the first time. On
top of that, in aviation, other people’s lives are also at stake.
These rare cases we are talking about are usually when
something unexpected or unusual happens—a mechanical failure, equipment not operating properly, unexpected
weather conditions, people or animals moving onto the runway, birds or other traffic, etc. If we are “zoned out” and not
paying close attention, chances are that we will not be able to
react in time, or our reaction may be the wrong one. Much
attention is being given to the new buzz word “startle factor” that began to get popular following the Air France 447
flight that crashed into the Atlantic several years ago. While
reams of papers have been written, and countless hours of
debate have occurred following that event, the fact remains
that humans are startled when something happens that surprises them.

In the same vein, we need to engage our senses to gather all the data we can. Listening, feeling, sensing engine and
airframe noises and vibrations can and will tell us a lot about
the health of the machine. When flying over an airstrip, look
at the entire environment, not just the runway surface. Are
there vehicles, bicycles, motorcycles headed toward the airstrip? Is there a herd of cattle or pigs nearby? What about
people? Anticipate what they might do, long before you even
start your approach, and monitor what is happening while
you get closer, and you won’t be surprised. What is the wind
doing? What is your groundspeed compared to airspeed? Is
the power setting lower today than usual to keep the same
glideslope? If so, you have a tailwind.

Surprise is related to the unexpected. When something
happens that we are expecting, even if it is an unusual event,
we are not surprised. In aviation, pilots are trained to anticipate, recognize, and respond to emergency situations. There
should be little that surprises them. However, if our guard is
let down and our attention is wandering, we get surprised—
and the results can be disastrous.

In short, train your mind to stay engaged and be more
fully aware of what is happening around you. You will find it
very rewarding, and it will more than likely save your bacon
eventually. Pay close attention, and you will

A related condition has to do not so much with the surprise or unexpected, but just being unaware of what is hap-

Make Safety a Way of Life!
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nce again, MSI made the annual
pilgrimage to “Oshkosh,” as pilots
affectionately call it. For many, Oshkosh is
just an airshow. But for us it’s much more than
just looking at planes and aviation stuff—and
there is plenty to look at. Yes, we do see the
performance of aerobatic professionals and
look with wonder at some of the airplanes
that boggle the mind. But we also look for
innovations and developments in aviation that
might hold future value for mission aviation.
For MSI, probably the biggest value lies in the
interaction we are able to have with the other
mission representatives attending the event.
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AirVenture is a tremendous opportunity to interact with
others in missionary aviation. This year again we had a very
successful and full week of frenetic activity only made possible
by the generosity of many volunteers and supporters of MSI
and missionary aviation. Personally, I spent the entirety of
the first 5 days in meetings and was not able to venture out
and look at things until nearly the end of the week. That is
as it should be. The Airman’s Lounge, sponsored by STC,
was placed immediately behind the IAMA display tent, and
provided exactly the right atmosphere to facilitate valuable
conversations. Planning future audits and seminars, followup on corrective actions, going over accidents and mishaps,
sharing experiences, getting input, gathering information,
and just catching up on what was happening in the world
of missionary aviation all took place in the Lounge. Several
sessions were held by vendors and suppliers explaining the
intricacies of properly operating their equipment in the field.
MSI File Picture
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While we are not holding our breath just yet, much progress
is being made on diesel engines that will fit in a Cessna 206. Steve
Quigg took a close look at the Continental CD-300 version. In
addition, Cessna is looking at ways to improve the new 206 to
better fit the utility role missions need.
If you or your organization has not attended, plan now to
send someone, or come yourself. You will be glad you did.
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The MSI Mayday. . . Behind and Beyond
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eaders of Safety Net may have been surprised
recently when receiving a letter from MSI
with the Safety Net return address on the envelope. Instead of containing a new Safety Net, it
was an urgent request for both prayer and financial support. The good news is that your response
was immediate, generous and enough to put us
just about back on track. Thank you!
Generally speaking, missionary aviation organizations continue to be financially challenged,
with many users on the field struggling to cover
the operating expenses of their aircraft let alone
pay for MSI memberships and help out on our
services. MSI’s future is interrelated with that of
missionary aviation, so what they do and how
they fare affects us, too. We are seeking to “right
size” MSI and its services to match the needs,

while also taking our own advice in seeking additional resources in addition to the gifts we receive
from our supporters—without which MSI would
be severely handicapped.
We at MSI are humbled and so deeply thankful for the positive response to our urgent need.
And we are equally grateful for every prayer on our
behalf. I know I speak for the Board when we extend a deep and heartfelt thanks for each and every supporter who has helped us get back close to
where we need to be. Moving into the coming year
with sharper pencil, we look forward to adequately
balancing our services with the gifts given as unto
the Lord in support of MSI—all for the ultimate
purpose of assisting those we serve to accomplish
their objectives safely.
Jon Egeler
President

Items of Note
Jungle Jepps Soon Available
Shop at Amazon and Support MSI
MSI participates with Amazon Smile, where Amazon donates .5% of the price of each purchase to MSI. This
does not cost you anything; it simply directs some of Amazon’s charitable giving to MSI. If all of you were to select
MSI as the charity of your choice, we would get a significant contribution from Amazon on a regular basis. Go
to http://smile.amazon.com/ch/58-1548463 to select MSI
as the charity of your choice and the contributions will
automatically be sent to us. Thank you for your support!

Mission Safety International, Inc.
328 E. Elk Avenue, Suite 1
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643-3351
Telephone 423-542-8892 FAX 423-542-5464
E-mail info@msisafety.org www.msisafety.org

Many of you may remember Jungle Jepps, the
program developed by Glenn Grubb that made creating
airstrip charts and directories easy. Many have been asking
what happened to it, and the answer is that a fire destroyed
much of the source code, so the program has not been
updated in many years.
However, there is good news! Glenn has been working
on creating a new version of Jungle Jepps using a Microsoft
Excel platform, and it is just about ready. The new program
will have many improvements, and should be a great tool
for all of you in creating good, accurate, and readable
airstrip charts.
MSI will be “marketing” this free tool to the
missionary aviation world, so keep your eyes peeled for
the launch shortly. More information will be coming soon.

Safety Net is published periodically by Mission Safety International Inc., Harold W. Berk, Ed.
Articles appearing in this newsletter are the expression of the writer and edited as appropriate.
Every attempt is made to represent information and opinions accurately and fairly and in such
manner that an uninformed reader will not be drawn to erroneous conclusions. However,
there is no guarantee that these objectives will be fully realized.

